SOUTH AFRICAN PONY CLUB

Mucking out Achievement Badge
WORKBOOK

Objectives:

Key points:

Additional reading:

To be able to name and use stable tools, to muck out and to talk about
different types of bedding.

Identification of stable tools: wheelbarrow, fork, broom, spade, rake,
hosepipe
Identification of different types of bedding and be able to list the
advantages / disadvantages of straw, shavings and shredded paper, etc
Deep litter or mucking out
The Manual of Horsemanship – Chapter 14, pages 126 – 138
The additional reading contains more information than is required for the badge, but it provides
good background knowledge.

NAME
BRANCH

Why do we muck out a stable?
Clean up the droppings and wet areas
To prevent the spread or possibility of worms
To make it neat and clean and comfortable for the horse
To make sure our horse has water, also a clean feed bucket

What tools do we need?
Fork
Spade
A broom with stiff bristles
Wheel barrow (or an old food bag or shavings bag)
Rubber gloves
Hose pipe
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How do we do it?
1. In South Africa, it is uncommon for horses to be left inside the stable all day. If they are in the stable
when you clean, it would be best to first tie the horse up. Remove the water bucket from the stable
2. Pick up all the droppings. The best way to do this is to put the gloves on and pick them up. Otherwise
use a spade or fork
3. Find the wet spots and remove the worst of the wet areas
4. With a spade, put all the sawdust in a corner. (This is a great way to get all the stray droppings as they
will fall to the bottom of the pile)
5. Sweep the bare floor and allow the floor to dry off completely
6. Put all the bedding back in place once the floor is dry
7. Clean the water bucket and fill
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Bedding and their advantages and disadvantages
Bedding should be provided for the stabled horse for a number of reasons:
It stops the horse from slipping on the floor – especially if they have shoes and the floor is concrete
It encourages the horse to lie down
It makes the stable warmer and more comfortable
It encourages the horse to urinate as they dislike doing this on a hard, bare floor

Different types of bedding
Advantages

Disadvantages

Shavings
Shavings have a clean, bright look to them
Free from dust
Cannot be eaten by the horse
Can be stored outside if they are packed in bags

More expensive than straw
There can be strange things in the shavings like
nails or pieces of wood which could be
dangerous to you or the horse
May dry out the horses hooves if they are
stabled all the time

Sawdust
Sawdust is similar to shavings, but it is much
smaller and more fine
Shavings have a clean, bright look to them
Cannot be eaten by the horse
Can be stored outside if they are packed in bags

Sawdust can be very dusty, so your stables need
to be very well ventilated (the air must move
around)
It can become hot and soggy easily
This is not a good option if your horse has any
breathing problems

Straw
It makes good compost so it is easy to get rid of
Very comfortable for mares in foal

You need a lot of straw to keep a stable clean
It is not very easy to get in South Africa
Horses will sometimes eat the spoiled straw
It can get dusty and mouldy (which is also not
very good if your horse has respiratory
problems)

Shredded paper
Shredded paper is light and easy to handle
It is dust free
It makes the stable warm
Horses do no eat paper
Excellent for horses with respiratory problems

It may blow around the yard if not properly
contained
You may not be able to recycle the paper
because of the ink used (it can’t be used as
compost in the garden)

Sand
Sand is very absorbent
Very little or no dust, so good for a horse with
respiratory problems
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How often must the stable be cleaned out?
This will depend on how much time your horses spends in the stable. If the horse is stabled all day or for most
of the day, then the stable needs to be mucked out twice a day. If your horse only spends the night in the
stable, then it needs to be cleaned out once a day.

Deep litter or mucking out?
There are 2 common ways of cleaning a stable. Both are acceptable, and it depends on your circumstances or
your personal choice of which one to use.

Deep litter
With this method, dropping are removed every day. The worst wet areas are removed either every day or
once a week, but the rest of the bed is left alone. A new layer of clean bedding is placed on top. Once a
month, the entire stable gets cleaned out, and the floor is either washed or disinfected. It is then left to dry
before new bedding is put back in.
This method works well as it saves time, it’s very nice and warm for the horse (as the bed gets deeper and
deeper) and it saves money. However, if you use this method you have to make sure that the bedding does
not get too soggy and get mouldy, as this can lead to foot problems.

Mucking out
This is when droppings and the wet patches are cleared away every day. The bedding is moved to allow the
floor to dry out before it is laid again.
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Self test
1. List 2 advantages and 2 disadvantages of using shavings and shredded paper
SHAVINGS
SHREDDED PAPER

2. Get samples of 3 different types of bedding you could use and stick them into your workbook. Make sure
you label them!
3. Draw 4 tools that you would use to muck out a stable and label them
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